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Using first-principles density-functional calculations we have computed the electronic and optical properties
of spinel compound CuIr2S4

The metal-insulator transition �MIT� in condensed matter
physics has drawn the attention of researchers for decades
due to its vast application possibilities following the discov-
ery of high-Tc cuprates1 and manganites.2 While the MIT is a
commonly occurring phenomenon among transition-metal
oxides and sulphides, its origin seems to be varied. The clas-
sic example of MIT in the case of V2O3 turned out to be
caused by correlation induced enhancement of crystal field
splitting.3 The MIT in the case of magnetic Fe3O4 �Ref. 4�,
on the other hand, is believed to be caused by correlation
assisted charge-ordering transition between Fe+2 and Fe+3.

The spinel compounds with their geometrically frustrated
configuration in this context have been discussed in great
detail in terms of occurrence of complicated ordering at low
temperature with associated MIT from a high-temperature
�HT� metallic phase. CuIr2S4 forms such a compound which
has been reported to undergo a first-order MIT near 230 K
simultaneous to structural phase transition.5,6 While the HT
phase has a cubic spinel structure with Fd-3m symmetry, the
low-temperature �LT� structure shows a reduction in symme-
try. The low-temperature structure was initially characterized
to be tetragonal space group5 I41 /amd, but the study also
reported observation of additional Bragg peaks which were
unindexed. The refined measurements by Radalli et al.7 us-
ing neutrons revealed a fascinating octamer ordering in LT
CuIr2S4 with a triclinic space group. The octamer ordering
consists of tetramerization of Ir-Ir bonds with short, long,
and intermediate bond lengths giving rise to octamer clus-
ters, one of which exhibits alternation of Ir-Ir bond lengths.7

The formation of such superstructures has been explained by
Croft et al.8 in terms of formation of correlated spin singlet
dimers, similar to the case of VO2.9 Assuming the divalent
state of S ions and monovalent state of Cu which is sup-
ported by NMR experiment,10 the Ir ions occupying octahe-
dral site are nominally in the 3.5+ state, which is a mixed
valent state. At low temperature, Ir ions are therefore ex-
pected to charge disproportionately into Ir3+ ions with com-
pletely filled t2g states and Ir4+ ions with two full and one
1/2-filled t2g states. It was then interpreted by Croft et al. that
Ir4+ ions with their S=1 /2 configuration form correlation
assisted spin singlets which lead to alternation of Ir4+-Ir4+

bond lengths, while Ir3+-Ir3+ bond lengths remain uniform.
While correlation assisted spin singlet formation is probably
valid in the case of 3d transition metal based oxide systems

such as VO2 or Ti4O7, 11 CuIr2S4 with Ir being in the 5d state
and S being in the 3p state with more extended wave func-
tions compared to O 2p state is expected to give rise to wide
bands with much weaker correlation effect. An alternative
scenario has been proposed by Khomskii and Mizokawa,12 in
terms of the orbitally driven Peierls state. According to this
idea, though the spinel structure is a three-dimensional struc-
ture, the Ir only sublattice consists of one-dimensional �1D�
crisscross chains �see Fig. 3 in Ref. 8�. Significant overlap of
Ir d orbitals aligned along a given chain direction and negli-
gible in other chain directions leads to formation of essen-
tially one-dimensional bands and with proper filling lead to a
Peierls-type effect. The measurement of optical spectrum on
single crystals13 conducted on both HT and LT structures
conjectured that the changes observed in the optical conduc-
tivity and reflectivity spectra between the high-temperature
and low-temperature data are essentially caused by the re-
construction of band structure following the structural
changes from high temperature to low temperature.

In this Brief Report we study the exact nature of such
changes in optical properties in terms of electronic structure
calculations, using density-functional theory �DFT� calcula-
tions, which to best of our knowledge has not been carried
out so far. The calculations have been carried out with no
shape approximation to the potential and charge density. The
basis has been chosen to be linear augmented plane wave
�LAPW� as implemented in WIEN2K code.14 For the number
of plane waves, the criterion used was muffin-tin radius mul-
tiplied by kmax �for the plane wave� yielding a value of 7. The
number of k points used in the irreducible part of the Bril-
louin zone was 104 for the self-consistent calculation and
256 for the optical calculation.

Figure 1 shows the density of states �DOS� as obtained in
generalized gradient approximation �GGA� of the exchange-
correlation functional. Focusing on the DOS at the high tem-
perature, we find significant hybridization between delocal-
ized Ir-5d and S-3p giving rise to wide d-p hybridized bands
spanning the energy range of about 12 eV, from 8 eV below
the Fermi energy �Ef� to 4 eV above the Fermi energy. The
Cu-d derived states localized at an energy of about 2.5 eV
below Ef remain completely full in agreement with earlier
band-structure calculation15 and NMR studies.10 The Ir-d
projected DOS shows formation of distinct 1D-like features
�see inset� at energies close to the Fermi energy �Ef� which
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, which undergoes a structural phase transition, accompanied by a metal-insulator
transition at a temperature of about 230 K. The nature of this transition has been discussed in the literature in
terms of both the correlated singlet formation picture as well as the orbitally driven Peierls transition picture.
Our first-principles calculations find little role of correlation. Our calculated reflectivity and conductivity data
for both the high-temperature and low-temperature phases are found to be in good agreement with measured
data by Wang et al.
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gets merged to a broad filled manifold of Ir t2g states on
moving to energies further away from Ef. This corresponds
to a near Ef d band with 1D character, as seen in the band-
structure plot shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Interestingly, for-
mation of such 1D-like chains has been observed in spinels
such as ZnV2O4.16 In the case of Ir, due to the extended
character of the 5d orbital the direct overlap of t2g orbitals
which point to each other along a chain direction is large,
giving rise to a bandwidth of about 4 eV or so. The crystal
field split Ir-eg separated by an energy gap of 1 eV from the
Ir-t2g state remains empty confirming the 3.5+ valence of Ir,
with Cu in the monovalent and S in the divalent state. In
moving to the low-temperature DOS, while the general fea-
tures of the DOS remain more or less the same between the
HT and LT, significant changes happen close to Ef. The
structural data at the LT phase show presence of two distinct
classes of Ir ions, one with alternating Ir-Ir short and long
bonds and another with uniform Ir-Ir bond lengths. Plotting
the DOS projected on these two kinds of Ir ions, referred to
as dimerized and nondimerized, one finds the formation of
occupied bonding and unoccupied antibonding-like states
close to Ef for dimerized Ir’s. Due to the finite mixing of
states between dimerized and nondimerized Ir’s in actual
crystal structure, the projected DOS on undimerized Ir’s also
exhibits this feature with larger weight on bonding subbands
compared to antibonding subbands. The bonding-
antibonding feature, however, is more pronounced with al-
most equal weights between bonding and antibonding sub-
bands for dimerized Ir’s. This leads to charge
disproportionation between undimerized and dimerized Ir
ions with charges 5.5+� and 5.5−� with �=0.05. Such small

difference in charges may be contrasted with a 3d transition
metal oxide system like Ti4O7 �Ref. 17� where the charge
disproportionation is found to be nearly complete with Ti’s in
3+ and 4+ states. This special feature points to a very de-
localized character of Ir together with 1D-like properties.18

The bonding-antibonding splitting originated due to bond
tetramerization in Ir chains with an alternation of
Ir3.5−� / Ir3.5−� / Ir3.5+� / Ir3.5+� /¯ gives rise to a gapped solution
of electronic structure with GGA as is evident from the DOS
plot in Fig. 1.

The gap value is estimated to be about 0.02 eV in agree-
ment with estimates obtained from photoemission study,19

thereby proving appropriateness of one electron description
within GGA to correctly predict the insulating nature at LT.
The gap value, as obtained in GGA, is found to be highly
sensitive on the structural details, which is expected since the
gap originates from structural changes. The structural param-
eter used in the present work was obtained from Ref. 20. Use
of structural parameters from Ref. 7 leads to a pseudogaplike
feature in GGA DOS with a tiny DOS at the Fermi level. In
view of this, it would have been preferable to carry out struc-
tural optimization. This is, however, hindered by the large
unit cell and extremely low symmetry of the low-
temperature structure. In order to check the influence of the
correlation effect, we have carried out a LDA+U calculation
with antiferromagnetic spin alignment between Ir sites.21

This calculation, however, leads to a nonmagnetic solution
with vanishingly small magnetic moments ��0.001�B� at
both the dimerized and undimerized Ir sites, and to a DOS
almost identical to that obtained within the GGA approach.
This situation may be contrasted to the case of Ti4O7 �Ref.
22� for which such an approach gave rise to distinctly differ-
ent magnetic behavior among Ti3+ and Ti4+-like ions. This
finding is in contradiction to correlation assisted localized
spins at Ir4+ ions forming spin singlets,8 confirming the ex-
pectation of the correlation effect to be much weaker in the
case of an Iridium-sulphide system with extended, delocal-
ized 5d and 3p states, compared to 3d metal-oxide systems.

Figure 2 shows the various possible optical transitions
considering the GGA electronic structure at HT and LT for
photonic energy ranging from 0 to 3 eV. While the low en-
ergy transitions are dominated by Ir t2g-t2g transitions
�marked as I and II�, the higher energy transitions �marked as
III� primarily originate from Ir t2g-eg and Cu-d-Ir t2g transi-
tions, which are allowed due to appreciable hybridization
between S-p and cations d’s. The further high energy transi-
tions, not shown in the figure, are contributed by the d-p
transitions. In moving from HT to LT structure, marked
changes happen in the details of the low energy transitions
due to opening of a band gap and formation of bonding and
antibonding subbands.

Figure 3 shows the computed reflectivity obtained using
the joint DOS and the dipole matrix elements. For the HT
phase �top panel in Fig. 3� Drude contribution is added to
take into account the intraband transitions due to the metallic
character of the electronic structure. The Drude component
calculated from the bare plasma frequency as obtained in the
band-structure calculation �2.5 eV� gives rise to almost 100%
reflectivity at low energy. While the added Drude component
suppresses a bit the low energy near EF Ir t2g-t2g transition
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The total and orbital projected density of
states of CuIr2S4 for the high temperature �left panels� and low
temperature �right panels�, respectively. The panels from top to bot-
tom represent the total DOS, DOS projected on to Cu-d, Ir-d and
S-p. The insets in the high-temperature DOS show the band struc-
ture and DOS close to Ef exhibiting predominant 1D-like features.
The bands have been plotted along the high symmetry directions
�011�-�000�-�110�. The black and the gray lines in panel correspond-
ing to Ir-d projected DOS for the low temperature represent the
DOS corresponding the dimerized and undimerized Ir atoms,
respectively.



marked as “I” in Fig. 2, it does not mask it completely and
traces of it are still visible in the reflectivity spectra. Beside
the structure “I,” we find the presence of two other peaks
marked as structures “II” and “III,” originating primarily
from transitions relating to Ir t2g states appearing far away in
energy to near EF t2g states and Cu-d to Ir-t2g transitions,
respectively, with the Ir-t2g to empty Ir-eg transition contrib-
uting to both the structures. Comparing with the experimen-
tally measured spectra, obtained from Ref. 13, as shown in
the right-hand upper panel of Fig. 3, we find the computed
spectra to be in reasonably good agreement with the experi-
mental spectra, with certain differences in details; e.g., the
structure I in experimental spectra is found to be totally
masked by the Drude contribution, while structures II and III
are shifted a bit to higher energy �by about 0.2 eV� compared
to theoretical spectra. Moving to the low-temperature reflec-
tivity spectrum, shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3, the
low-temperature reflectivity drops down to about 60% sig-
naling the insulating character of the LT electronic structure.
The structure I becomes more pronounced which in this case
is contributed by the transition between Ir bonding and anti-
bonding subbands, while the structures II and III remain
more or less similar to the HT structure. The dip preceding
structure II is more pronounced in the case of HT spectra
compared to LT spectra, which primarily arises due to the
fact that the formation of bonding-antibonding bands in LT
pushes the quasi-1D-like portion of the t2g manifold more
toward the broad filled part of the t2g manifold, compared to
the HT electronic structure. This also causes the gap between

the Ir t2g-eg manifold to diminish in the case of LT compared
to the HT phase.

Figure 4 shows the real part of the computed diagonal
conductivity for HT and LT crystals �shown in left panels� in
comparison with experimental spectra shown in right panels.
The diagonal conductivity follows the same trend as the cor-
responding reflectivity spectra. The structures marked as “�”
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FIG. 2. The various allowed optical transitions for photonic en-
ergy ranging from 0–3 eV in the high-temperature and low-
temperature phases.
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FIG. 3. Calculated reflectivity spectrum �� 100%� �left panels�
in comparison with the experimental data �Ref. 13� shown in the
right panels for the high-temperature �upper panels� and low-
temperature �lower panels� phases. I, II, and III indicate the promi-
nent structures corresponding to optical transitions marked in
Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4. Absorptive part of the calculated �left panels� diagonal
optical conductivity of CuIr2S4 at high-temperature �top panels� and
low-temperature �bottom panels� phases, respectively. The right
panels show the experimental data taken from Ref. 13. I, II, and III
indicate the prominent structures corresponding to optical transi-
tions marked in Fig. 2.



and “�” in the experimental spectra �Ref. 13� we identify as
structures I and II in our calculated spectra, with spectrum II
shifted a little bit to lower energy compared to experimental
spectra, as already mentioned. While an experimental report
in this context13 associates Ir t2g-eg transitions to the �/II
peak, our first-principles calculations show the �/II peak to
originate primarily from the transition related to Ir-t2g-Ir-t2g,
with the Ir t2g-eg transition contributed spectral weight
moved mostly to structure III. An optical gap of about 60
meV is obtained from our calculated optical spectrum. This
is not apparent in the experimental spectrum presumably be-
cause of instrumental broadening. The authors in Ref. 13
arrived at a much larger value from their extrapolation tech-
nique of experimental spectra. The dc resistivity measure-
ments, however, have yielded an activation energy which is
at the most 47 meV, at a much better agreement with our
calculated value of 20 meV, obtained from band structure.

In summary, we have studied the electronic and optical
properties of spinel compound CuIr2S4 at high-temperature
and low-temperature phases using the first-principles DFT
calculation. Our study finds correlation to play little role. The

transition from HT to LT crystal structure with complex or-
dering pattern, therefore, may be rationalized in terms of
formation of one-dimensional bands which gives rise to an
orbitally driven Peierls state.12 Our computed reflectivity
and conductivity spectra based on the GGA electronic struc-
ture are in good agreement with measured spectra. We find
the electronic structure to be highly sensitive on the crystal
structure data. The observed differences in the details be-
tween the theoretical and experimental spectra, we believe,
therefore can be improved in terms of better refined crystal
structure data at low temperature.
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